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Dear Colleagues,   

As an accredited member of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums, the mission of your 
institution is rooted in conservation. This means that regardless of your role at the zoo or 
aquarium, your job includes helping to save wildlife and wild places. You also likely know 
what is happening to animals in the wild and that many scientists believe we are on the 
verge of the sixth mass extinction. This means we all need to do our job of saving wildlife 
and wild places better and this toolkit can help us meet the challenge. 

Content included focuses on overcoming the challenges that stop us from helping animals 
in the wild - challenges like a small budget, or a governing body resistant to spending 
funds on efforts outside the institution. This toolkit is not a primer on the threats facing 
wildlife nor does it explore methodologies to implement conservation in the fi eld, develop 
conservation education programs that lead to changed behaviors, reduce the use of natural 
resources in business operations, or conduct scientifi c research that may ultimately inform 
conservation, as resources for those important issues are available elsewhere.  

As an AZA member, you know the power of collaboration. What we can do together 
can have a profound impact in our communities and around the world. Already, the AZA 
community spends more than $150 million each year on well over 2,000 fi eld conservation 
projects in more than 100 countries. But we can - and should - do more. Reach out to 
colleagues and work together, or contact the AZA Field Conservation Committee and we 
can connect you with people from institutions that face challenges similar to yours. These 
conservation mentors can provide insights and examples based on their own experiences 
and could even meet with key people at your facility or in your community to support your 
efforts.

Do not reach out only to others in the AZA community; reach out to your visitors as well. 
Let them know how your institution is making a difference so they not only appreciate what 
you’re doing on behalf of the animals they care so much about, but can join you in creating 
a better future. Your institution can serve as a role model.

As we confront conservation challenges, keep the Stockdale Paradox, described by Jim 
Collins in his book, Good to Great, in mind and both 1) retain faith that you will prevail, 
regardless of the diffi culties and 2) confront the facts of your current reality. And then 
act. If you have any questions, want more information, or would like to connect with 
a conservation mentor, please contact any member of the AZA Field Conservation 
Committee (https://www.aza.org/Membership/detail.aspx?id=431 ) or Shelly Grow, AZA’s 
Director of Conservation Programs, at sgrow@aza.org.

Thank you for all you do, and for making the effort to do more. Together we are making a 
difference. 

Sincerely, 
The 2016 AZA Field Conservation Committee
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Get Inspired and Get Started
It is easy to hear about millions of dollars going to conservation and wonder what your 
few dollars could do. But like Loren Eiseley’s story of the boy rescuing just a few of the 
thousands of beached starfi sh by throwing them back in the ocean, it matters to the ones 
you affect. Your $80 could be the handheld GPS that helps a ranger in Uganda. Your $200 
might be the camera trap that documents the return of a species to its former range. Your 
$2,500 might be the GPS collar that helps determine critical habitat for an endangered 
species. Your support makes a difference. 

This toolkit focuses on resources created primarily by the AZA community specifi cally for 
the zoological community. It includes resources that will help you align your efforts with 
the AZA Field Conservation Committee’s defi nition of fi eld conservation and develop new 
funding streams to support these efforts. It will help you identify organizations that do 
great work for wildlife, improve your Conservation Strategic Plan, and explore outlets for 
telling your conservation story. Finally, this toolkit includes the most recent relevant AZA 
accreditation standards and questions to help everyone in your organization understand the 
importance of these actions.

Get Inspired
Successful conservation programs and a high percentage of budget dedicated to fi eld 
conservation are achievable by any sized AZA-accredited zoo or aquarium. In fact, across 
the AZA community, medium-sized facilities are as likely to dedicate higher percentages of 
their budgets to fi eld conservation as large facilities, and some of the smallest and largest 
members are known worldwide as beacons of fi eld conservation. 

What sets these organizations apart is their culture of conservation. At the end of this 
toolkit are stories about how a few organizations have either changed their cultures to 
become conservation organizations or implemented their conservation missions.  

Need More Inspiration?
Every year, stories about conservation projects, department structures, funding, and more 
are presented to the AZA community in a variety of ways. Presentations are given at 
AZA’s Annual Conference and Mid-Year Meeting, and proceedings from those meetings 
are available on the AZA website. AZA’s monthly member magazine, Connect, regularly 
publishes the inspirational stories of your colleagues, large and small, aquarium and zoo, 
private, non-profi t, and government-managed. 

Create a Conservation Culture
Use this toolkit, communicate with colleagues, and read the World Association of Zoos and 
Aquariums 2015 publication, “Committing to Conservation: The World Zoo and Aquarium 
Conservation Strategy” (available for download: www.waza.org) to advance a culture 
of conservation within your organization. You can make a difference - whether you are 
raising the fi rst $20 on your own  with a breakroom bake sale or the next $200,000 from a 
fundraising gala with your whole team. We are all on this journey and each organization and 
every single person counts. Together, we will go far.
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Develop Dedicated Revenue Streams 
for Conservation
In 2011, the AZA Field Conservation Committee issued a challenge that all AZA members 
dedicate at least 3% of their budget to fi eld conservation within three years. Many AZA-
accredited zoos and aquariums have already met or exceeded this challenge and continue 
to grow their conservation commitment. Many more are still working on it. Success has often 
been the result of having specifi c revenue streams that are dedicated to either the entire 
amount, or a portion, of the funds contributed to fi eld conservation.  

Below is a menu of options that may help you build dedicated revenue streams for 
conservation, or spark additional ideas that would fi t your facility and complement your 
institution’s conservation strategic plan (see page 12). As appropriate, fundraising efforts 
for conservation should be publicly promoted so that guests, vendors, and your community 
appreciate how they are helping you protect animals both in and outside the wild.

Raise New Funds with Guests and Vendors
The following ideas focus on generating conservation funds that will supplement, but be 
outside of, the general budget. This approach may be particularly effective when governing 
bodies restrict how monies may be spent. 

• Incorporate a conservation donation on:
• Admissions. Commonly called “Quarters for Conservation,” this program generates 

funds by increasing the gate fee by a set amount, usually 25 cents, that is restricted for 
conservation. To facilitate implementation, this increase may be initiated concurrently 
with a regular admission price increase.

• Memberships (e.g., $2.50- $5.00).
• Hotels that are part of your facility’s referral program.
• Parking fees.
• Concession or retail purchases with a posted opt-out option for guests who do not 

wish to participate.
• Contracts with large zoo or aquarium vendors.
• Rentals, catering, and/or birthday parties.
• Companies that advertise in the facility and/or on the website.

• Implement a voluntary “round-up for conservation” program on concession, retail, or 
ticket purchases. 

• Create donation opportunities near exhibits with coin collection devices, such as donation 
buckets, ponds, statues, etc. 

• Offer a conservation-focused button or sticker for guests to purchase and direct proceeds 
to conservation.

• Ask for a conservation donation on your website or as an option with online tickets.
• Create an “Adopt an Animal in the Wild” program.
• Add a “tip jar for conservation” at events, or for services such as shuttles. 
• Conduct community collection events and ask visitors to donate specifi c items (e.g., hand-

held GPS units) to be sent to conservationists in the fi eld.
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Redirect Funds in the Budget
The following ideas redirect funds from the general budget toward a separate conservation 
budget. This approach links guests’ expenditures to conservation, and it is important to talk 
about this part of your budget so guests appreciate how their dollars are being used.

• Dedicate:
• The admission price for an exhibit, e.g., butterfl y garden, petting zoo, walk-through 

exhibit, touch tank, etc. 
• The fee or a portion of a fee from special animal encounters, e.g., giraffe feedings, 

behind-the-scenes tours, etc.
• Revenue from a lecture series to relevant conservation efforts.
• The fee or a portion of a fee from a specifi c education program.
• Funding from your organizational recycling program.
• Proceeds from a mobile phone recycling program.
• Proceeds from a trip/travel program and publicize this use of funds in promotions.
• Proceeds from a visitor interactive device, e.g., penny press, wishing well, etc.
• Proceeds from an annual special event with a conservation theme.
• A sale or percentage of a sale of a particular item in your gift shop, e.g., a relevant 

plush, t-shirt, or artisanal items from range countries.
• A sale of a particular item in food concessions.

• Install a conservation-themed ride with proceeds going to conservation, e.g., a carousel, 
sky ride, boat ride, etc.

• Host conservation day events with funds dedicated to relevant species, e.g., International 
Migratory Bird Day, World Ocean Day, Endangered Species Day, etc.

• Create, sell, and dedicate proceeds from items that tout a conservation message, e.g., a 
silicone wristband, t-shirt, etc.

Dedicate Staff Time and Facility Resources
Creating opportunities for staff to participate in conservation motivates them, and they will 
convey their enthusiasm to guests. Likewise, using your facility’s resources for conservation 
can inspire employees throughout your organization, who will then carry that message 
onwards to guests and the community.

• Offer veterinary staff and facilities for local conservation efforts, such as rehabilitation 
of threatened species, and time in the fi eld to conduct immobilizations and telemetry 
implants.

• Offer staff expertise to other nonprofi t conservation organizations and programs, e.g., 
graphic designers to create websites, brochures, posters, or newsletters; accountants to 
assist with fi nancials; educators to write curriculum or evaluate programming, etc. 

• Support staff participation in citizen science programs like FrogWatch USA™, Audubon’s 
Christmas Bird Count, coastal clean ups, statewide butterfl y monitoring networks, etc.

• Incorporate time for conservation implementation or coordination as part of existing staff 
members’ job responsibilities. 

• Partner with local, state, and federal agencies on species conservation. Activities may 
range from conservation education to fi eld support to an on-site head start or breeding 
program.  

• Manage your grounds for conservation by restoring degraded stream banks, planting 
and maintaining habitat that allows native wildlife to thrive, minimizing the quantity of 
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impervious surface, etc.
• Develop conservation education programs that provide visitors with actions they can take 

to help local animals.
• Provide offi ce space to house staff from other nonprofi t conservation organizations or 

wildlife agencies.

Engage Employees in Fundraising
• Ask employees to contribute to fi eld conservation through direct donations or programs 

like pizza lunches (pay per slice), donation box for institution-purchased popsicles, 
donuts, etc. and promote how the funds are used.

• Coordinate with your local American Association of Zoo Keepers (AAZK) chapter and ask 
that on-site activities dedicate a portion of proceeds to conservation. 

• Encourage staff to “green” their behavior and dedicate the savings to fi eld conservation. 
For example, use energy and water saving devices to lower expenses or decrease landfi ll 
tipping fees by increasing recycling and composting rates, and then invest those savings 
in fi eld conservation.  

Inspire Conservation Philanthropy
Engage members, donors, board members, advisors, and other community members to 
participate in your conservation mission. This approach allows people to create their own 
fi eld conservation legacy.
 
• Incorporate fi eld conservation into your planned giving program.
• Double your fundraising goals for animal acquisitions and dedicate half to supporting that 

animal’s protection in the wild. For animals acquired through loans or otherwise cash-free 
transactions, double the fundraising needed to cover the animal transfer costs. 

• Dedicate 10% of an exhibit construction budget to the conservation of that species in the 
wild.

• Conduct a conservation-specifi c end-of-year appeal to members. 
• Create a corporate sponsor club or an environmental advisory board where membership 

includes a fee for fi eld conservation.
• Create a special giving club for members and donors who may be more inclined to give to 

conservation than to capital projects or operations.
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Connect to Conservation Programs
After developing your institution’s conservation strategic plan (see page 12) and identifying 
the conservation targets you wish to impact, you may fi nd that it is more appropriate to 
support other organizations’ conservation projects than to develop your own initiatives. 
Achieving sustainable conservation outcomes may take years — if not decades — of 
engagement, along with an array of expertise. Leveraging your contribution with those of 
others may maximize both effi ciencies and the liklihood of success. Many organizations have 
developed the necessary infrastructure and cultivated trust with local communities, but 
need on-going support. With some research, you should be able to identify organizations or 
projects with goals relevant to your institution and aligned with your strategy. 

AZA Animal Programs
Many Animal Programs, including Taxon Advisory Groups (TAGs) and Species Survival 
Plan® (SSP) programs, have established strong conservation programs and partnerships 
around the world. Opportunities for engagement may include providing critical funding to 
carefully vetted fi eld projects, participating in fi eld surveys, rearing animals for reintroduction, 
conducting research to inform recovery and management plans, and more. Because the 
majority of TAGs and many SSPs are involved with fi eld conservation and research, speak 
with Program Leaders or your Institutional Representatives to identify those efforts that best 
fi t your facility.   

AZA Conservation Partners
AZA Conservation Partners is a type of membership that includes AZA-accredited institution 
member societies and associated organizations, professional societies, conservation 
organizations, universities, government entities, and other non-profi ts. Find current AZA 
Conservation Partners by using AZA’s online member directory. To access the directory, log 
into AZA’s website (www.aza.org). Upon logging in, you will be  redirected to a page called 
“My Information,” and a link to the “AZA Member Directory” will appear in the left hand menu. 
Click on that, and then select the “Search the Organization Directory” link under the search 
fi elds. Select “Conservation Partner” as the Member Type, and press “Go” to access a full list 
of AZA Conservation Partners.
 
Each year, AZA-accredited members report their fi eld conservation programs and partners 
to AZA’s Conservation and Research database. Between 2010-2014, the most frequently 
reported AZA Conservation Partners were:
• American Association of Zoo Keepers
• IUCN/SSC Conservation Breeding Specialist Group
• Dian Fossey Gorilla Fund International
• International Elephant Foundation
• Minnesota Zoo Foundation
• Polar Bears International
• Snow Leopard Trust
• Zoo Conservation Outreach Group (ZCOG)

AZA Conservation and Research Database 
In order to promote the high quality conservation activities of AZA-accredited zoos and 
aquariums, members submit information about their fi eld conservation and mission-focused 
research projects annually to an online database. Anyone who creates a log-in for AZA’s 
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website may peruse this database to learn about projects of interest to them. To access the 
database, log into AZA’s website (www.aza.org) and click on the Conservation and Research 
link in the left-hand menu. Use the various fi elds to select criteria that will narrow the search 
results to projects of interest to you. 

The projects submitted to this database are used by AZA to inform the Annual Report 
on Conservation and Science and Highlights (https://www.aza.org/annual-report-on-
conservation-and-science/), as well as in press releases, social media posts, content for 
AZA SAFE: Saving Animals From Extinction, meetings with government agencies and other 
partners, and in presentations and publications. Animal Programs use this information 
to determine the amount of support for specifi c animals by the AZA community, while 
members use the information for benchmarking against peers, informing publications and 
presentations, preparing materials for accreditation inspections, and internal tracking.

AZA SAFE: Saving Animals From Extinction
SAFE combines the power of zoo and aquarium visitors with the resources and collective 
expertise of AZA members and partners so that together we can save the most vulnerable 
wildlife species from extinction. Through SAFE, AZA develops Conservation Action Plans 
(CAPs) to address the prioritized needs of species by focusing the knowledge, reach, and 
audience of the entire AZA community on the advancement and innovation of conservation 
efforts. An array of opportunities for engagement are available (www.aza.org/SAFE). 

Memoranda of Understanding
AZA has developed memoranda of understanding (MOUs) and  memoranda of agreement 
(MOA) with several government wildlife agencies and non-governmental conservation 
organizations to support engagement in conservation initiatives. These include MOU with the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and Polar Bears International, and an MOA with the IUCN.

Featured MOA: Connect to Global Conservation Priorities with the IUCN 
When you see a species listed as near threatened or critically endangered, that classifi cation 
is the result of an extensive network of over 10,000 Species Survival Commission (SSC) 
specialists around the world connected to the International Union for Conservation of Nature 
(IUCN). The IUCN is the world’s oldest and largest global environmental organization and has 
a formal partnership with the AZA for the conservation of wildlife and wild habitats. 

Over 20,000 species are currently on The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species. The SSC 
features 130 species Specialist Groups ranging from amphibians to Asian elephants and 
from grasshoppers to sharks. The role of these Specialist Groups is to be the world’s leading 
body of scientifi c and practical management expertise on the status and conservation of the 
species. 

Get Involved with the IUCN
No matter the size of your organization, you can become a global player in the conservation 
of a species, or many species, by linking with the IUCN. For example:
• Seek advice on conservation action or funding priorities.
• Support The IUCN Red List to help assess species’ extinction risk, guide conservation 

action, and inform policy. You can support Red List Assessments through: funding, in-kind 
support in the form of workshop venues, etc., and/or dedicated staff trained and allocated 
to working on Red List Assessments. 

• Participate in Joint Conservation Action Planning. In many cases, conservation action 
plans have not yet been developed. Working with an IUCN Specialist Group to develop 
a conservation action plan is a great way of ensuring the plan is multi-disciplinary, 
engages multiple stakeholders and world-wide expertise, and has the gravitas of the IUCN 
endorsing the resulting plan. Both the Conservation Breeding Specialist Group (CBSG) is 
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skilled in helping to develop these kinds of plans.  
• Host an IUCN Specialist Group. If your organization wants to play an ongoing, central role 

in the global strategic conservation efforts of a particular species or group of species, 
you could consider becoming the organizational host of an IUCN Specialist Group. As 
voluntary networks, many of these groups need organizations to host their fi nances, 
provide an administration offi ce, and support their online presence. Hosting an IUCN 
Specialist Group is a tangible way to connect and become deeply involved with the 
global expert network for a species.  

Your IUCN Point Person
The role of the SSC Director of Specialist Group Partnerships is to build effective long-
term relationships between IUCN Specialist Groups and the international zoo and aquarium 
community. The SSC Director of Specialist Group Partnerships can help put you in touch with 
the right people in IUCN or help you decide if working with the SSC is a good option for your 
organization and can be reached via email (kira.mileham@iucn.org). 

Other Resources
You can learn more about and vet potential conservation partners by attending a bi-
ennial Zoos and Aquariums: Committing to Conservation (ZACC) conference (http://www.
zaccconference.com) or exploring the projects and people supported by the Wildlife 
Conservation Network (http://wildnet.org/).
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Tell Your Story
Everyone on staff, from your conservation department to public relations, marketing, 
education, and even the front gate should know and talk about what your zoo or aquarium is 
doing for wildlife and wild places; it will inspire your staff, guests, and community. Share this 
message throughout your local media, but also let AZA help you tell your story and reach 
new audiences. 

Annual Report on Conservation Science (ARCS) and Highlights
https://www.aza.org/annual-report-on-conservation-and-science/
ARCS identifi es the individual fi eld conservation projects of each AZA-accredited zoo and 
aquarium, while Highlights gives an overview of the AZA community’s conservation activities 
as a whole. Projects are submitted annually via AZA’s website to the Conservation and 
Research database. Only projects with a year-specifi c update are included in that year’s ARCS 
and Highlights.

Twitter 
http://twitter.com/zoos_aquariums 
Share highlights and photos about your institution’s fi eld conservation efforts. 

Facebook
http://www.facebook.com/AssociationOfZoosAndAquariums
Post descriptions, videos, and links to your fi eld conservation projects and special events.

Connect
The AZA Field Conservation Committee reaches out to AZA members to discuss their 
conservation programs in a regular feature, “Conservation Spotlight,” in AZA’s member 
magazine, Connect. Contact the FCC or Shelly Grow (sgrow@aza.org) at the AZA offi ce to 
share your story. 

Conservation Honors and Awards 
AZA recognizes exceptional efforts by AZA Institution, Related Facility or Conservation 
Partner members toward habitat preservation, species restoration, and support of 
biodiversity in the wild through two annual awards. Applications are due June 1 and awards 
are announced during a special luncheon at the AZA Annual Conference. 

North American Conservation Award
https://www.aza.org/north-american-conservation-award/

International Conservation Award
https://www.aza.org/international-conservation-award/
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Develop an Institutional 
Conservation Strategic Plan
Created by the “Developing an Institutional In-situ Conservation Strategy” 
Professional Development Course Administrators in Association with the AZA 
Field Conservation Committee

The zoos and aquariums accredited by the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA) 
serve as conservation centers that contribute to research, conservation, and education, 
and provide society the opportunity to develop personal connections with animals. By 
fostering this connection, AZA-accredited institutions also have the opportunity to help the 
public cultivate an appreciation for the need to conserve wildlife populations in all of their 
habitats. AZA recognizes that conservation of animal populations and habitats is a priority 
and has incorporated the development of a written conservation plan or strategy into the 
accreditation process.

Conservation efforts may include interpretive materials and programs, participation in AZA 
animal management programs, in-situ and ex-situ research efforts, and resource support 
for independent and cooperative in-situ conservation programs. Institutional participation 
in conservation programs, to the extent appropriate for that institution’s resources, must be 
demonstrated. Conservation efforts should have as their ultimate goal the maintenance of 
sustainable wildlife populations in their natural habitat whenever possible. The AZA Field 
Conservation Committee recommends that your institutional conservation plan includes a 
goal of allocating at least 3% of your annual budget to fi eld conservation and refl ects how 
this will be accomplished.

These guidelines were developed to help institutions meet AZA’s conservation accreditation 
standards, a copy of which is included in this toolkit. Because accreditation standards 
are subject to annual revision, use those posted on AZA’s website (https://www.aza.org/
accreditation/) to confi rm compliance with the most recent version.

Section 1: Institutional Vision and Mission
The word “conservation” should be used in the mission statement, or be implied or 
embodied. If conservation is not a key element in the mission, the institution should:
 • Involve all key conservation program and executive level staff and stakeholders to   
    rewrite the vision and mission to include conservation.
 • Defi ne the term “conservation” to facilitate consistent expectations throughout the   
    organization.
 • Consider how their conservation activities, either immediately or eventually, aim   
    to achieve the goal of maintaining sustainable wildlife populations in their natural   
    habitat whenever possible.
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Section 2: A Conservation Plan/Strategy
Conservation efforts should include the establishment or maintenance of sustainable wildlife 
populations in their natural habitat as their ultimate goal, whenever possible. To become 
accredited, all facilities must have a written conservation plan/strategy. These plans should 
describe how conservation is integral to the institution and should address the following 
questions:
• Why is conservation important to your institution?
• What organizational values make conservation important to you?
• What is the scope of your conservation programs? For example, do you support a few or 

several programs/projects; are they internal, local, regional, national or international; does 
conservation comprise a predetermined percentage of your budget? How was this scope 
determined?

• What kinds of conservation programs/projects do you consider most important to your 
institution? Why? Oftentimes, conservation priorities refl ect collections, staff expertise, 
community needs, or existing partnerships.

• What are the guiding principles that underlie your conservation program? What criteria 
do you use to select which conservation programs/projects you will participate in or 
support?

• Are there specifi c geographic areas or taxa that your institution emphasizes?
• Are there specifi c issues (e.g., amphibian declines, habitat restoration, species recovery, 

etc.) you want to address?
• What are the most important accomplishments you want your institution to achieve with 

its conservation activities (e.g., have staff work in the fi eld, conduct research within your 
institution, fund programs/projects that complement your collection, preserve habitats, 
reintroduce animals, educate the public, etc.)?

• How does your conservation program support the maintenance of wildlife populations in 
natural habitats?

• How do you evaluate whether your conservation programs/projects are successful?

Section 3: Funding and Resource Allocation
Conservation strategies/plans should describe the types of funding and other resource 
allocation used to support conservation by an institution. These types may include:
• Solely funded and staffed fi eld and/or in-house programs/projects (local, international).
• Participating in partnerships for fi eld conservation (local, international).
• Providing grant funding to internal research or external fi eld programs/projects.
• Providing staff or material resources to programs/projects.

Section 4: Wildlife Conservation Programs
AZA-accredited zoos and aquariums support wildlife conservation programs that may 
be local, regional, national, or international. Emphasis should be placed on conservation 
programs that integrate species conservation, ecosystem functions, and participation of local 
stakeholders. Conservation activities should be multi-disciplinary and may include:
• Participation in AZA Animal Programs.
• Plant conservation.
• Habitat restoration (local, international).
• Species reintroduction.
• Field conservation.
• On-site, local, or international conservation education.
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• Public awareness programming.
• Facilitation of public participation in conservation activities.
• Capacity building, training colleagues, or technology transfer.
• Community-based conservation.
• Conservation commerce.
• Small grants programs for fi eld conservation.
• Green operations (green building, resource conservation).

Section 5: Program Organization
A conservation plan/strategy should outline the institution’s commitment to conservation 
and describe the conservation program infrastructure, including the staff, goals, evaluation, 
and funding. Conservation programs should be evaluated on a regular basis. Descriptions 
may include information about:

• Committee/department structure and staff
• If there is a committee, who is on it, how are they chosen, and how long do they 

serve?
• If there is a department, which staff are included?
• What are each person’s responsibilities?
• What roles are staff allowed or encouraged to play in fi eld programs (e.g., project 

leader, data collection, etc.)?
• What roles are staff allowed or encouraged to play in AZA Animal Programs, Scientifi c 

Advisory Groups, or Committees?

• Decision making
• What is the process for determining which programs/projects are selected for support 

or involvement (e.g., formal application, money allocated to departments to use on 
their in-situ or institution-based programs/projects, staff given priority, etc.)? Describe 
process for both in-situ and ex-situ programs/projects.

• Who makes the decisions, including who chooses the programs/projects?
• What are the criteria for funding?
• What information is required from grant applicants; is there a formal grant 

application? If yes, include it in an appendix.
• Are there written criteria for the types of programs that your institution will support 

(e.g., only species in the collection, only in Asia, etc.)?
• If you do not have a formal decision process for choosing programs/projects, are there 

informal ‘rules’ for the types of programs/projects your institution will support? What 
are they?

• Program and project goals
• Describe specifi c program or project goals.
• How does the program/project result in improved conservation of wildlife in natural 

habitats?
• How does the program/project address or complement priorities of AZA Animal 

Programs (e.g., Taxon Advisory Group (TAG) Action Plans, Animal Care Manual (ACM) 
and Species Survival Plan® (SSP)-identifi ed conservation needs, etc.)?

• Program and project outcomes
• Describe the anticipated outcomes for the programs/projects.
• How do these outcomes relate to the stated goals of the program/project? How does 

the achievement of these outcomes demonstrate success in reaching the goal of the 
program/project?
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• How is the success of programs/projects in achieving outcomes measured? Programs/
projects should use measurable metrics that directly  relate to improved conservation 
of wildlife or habitats (e.g., increase in wildlife population size, demonstrated change 
in attitudes toward conservation, area of habitat protected) to assess progress and 
success.

• What types of reports are required from program/project leaders?
• How are programs/projects evaluated and how often?
• How is information about the programs/projects disseminated, both internally 

within the organization, to zoo/aquarium visitors and in the local community, in the 
region where the program/project is implemented, and to the AZA and/or scientifi c 
community?

• Funding
• Describe how programs/projects are and will be funded (e.g., applying for grant, 

identifying donors for programs/projects through the zoo/aquarium’s fundraising 
network, allocating operating funds, etc.).

Section 6: Current Conservation Programs and Projects
A conservation plan/strategy should describe all current conservation programs/projects 
and commitments. Specifi cally, the plan/strategy should describe:
• Staff and volunteer involvement and their roles.
• How each program/project is supported (e.g., grants, donor, operations, etc.).
• Program/project goals, objectives, and outcomes of each program/project in terms of the 

improved conservation of wildlife or wild habitats.
• Evaluation methods for each program/project. Evaluations should assess progress toward 

stated goals/objectives using pre-determined qualitative and quantitative metrics.
• How an organization regularly documents and reports the outcomes, current status, 

and short-term and long-term plans for each program/project. This information should 
be included in the conservation surveys administered by AZA for the Annual Report on 
Conservation and Science (ARCS).

Section 7: Participation in AZA Animal Programs
AZA-accredited zoos and aquariums participate in and provide pertinent information 
regarding their animal collections to the appropriate AZA Animal Program in a timely 
fashion. To facilitate this engagement, facilities should keep current lists of the following:
• Species in the collection relevant to SSPs and TAGs.
• Institutional Representatives (IR) for each Animal Program, staff that serve as AZA 

Program Leaders or hold offi ce in an AZA Animal Program (i.e., Chair, Vice-Chair, 
Secretary, Treasurer, Steering Committee member).

• Studbooks held by the institution.
• TAG Regional Collection Plans, SSP Breeding and Transfer Plans, and Studbooks.

Section 8: Describe Conservation Education Initiatives
AZA-accredited zoos and aquariums may fi nd it helpful to integrate some of the 
conservation education-specifi c components of their education plan into their conservation 
plan/strategy. Conservation plans/strategies should describe on-grounds and fi eld 
conservation education initiatives, consider how conservation efforts and education 
complement each other, and specifi cally address the following:
• What are your institution’s conservation messages?
• What are the conservation actions that your institution advocates?
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• How are conservation issues addressed in interpretive graphics and at demonstration 
areas?

• How do you encourage/engage visitors in conservation action? How do you measure 
action change (immediately and/or over time)?

• How is visitor understanding of conservation messages at exhibits and in programs 
evaluated?

• How do your conservation education initiatives result in improved conservation of wildlife 
or wild habitats? How is this evaluated and/or measured?

Section 9: Green Practices
AZA recognizes that conservation of wildlife implies not only concern for wild populations, 
but concern for the impact that each institution has on the environment. AZA-accredited 
zoos and aquariums demonstrate responsible natural resource conservation through 
activities such as recycling, water conservation initiatives, composting, and use of renewable 
energy. Institutions should strive for quantifi able measurements to set goals and determine 
the impact of their green practices. Green practices may include:
• Recycling programs.
• Green design or LEED certifi cation for buildings.
• Monitoring electricity, water, gas/diesel, and/or natural gas use, setting targets for 

reducing use of natural resources, and developing a natural resources use plan.
• Composting animal waste or other materials.
• Developing a pollution prevention plan.
• Using insecticides and herbicides that are bio-degradable or non-toxic to animals and 

people.
• Monitoring the water quality of streams and lakes on-grounds and developing a plan for 

cleaning up or maintaining clean water and preventing erosion.
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Additional AZA Resources
Funding
Conservation Grants Fund (CGF)
Established in 1984 and funded almost exclusively by AZA members, the CGF supports the 
cooperative conservation-related scientifi c and educational initiatives of AZA and AZA-
accredited zoos and aquariums and their collaborators. Application materials are made 
available in January, with submissions due March 15. 
https://www.aza.org/cgf-information-for-applicants/

Additional Funding Opportunities
https://www.aza.org/conservation-funding-sources/

Field Conservation Resource Guide
A priority project of AZA’s Field Conservation Committee, this Guide was developed to help 
facilitate institutional participation in fi eld conservation initiatives. It describes various options 
by which member institutions can become involved in fi eld conservation, outlines challenges 
facing fi eld conservation efforts, and presents arguments and rationale for the involvement of 
modern zoos and aquariums in fi eld conservation, both domestically and around the world. 

AZA. 2001. Field Conservation Resource Guide. WG Conway, M Hutchins, M Souza, Y 
Kapetanakos, and E Paul (eds). Atlanta: Zoo Atlanta. pp 323. Available by request (email 
Arslan Ahmad at aahmad@aza.org).

Board-Approved Policies
This webpage includes conservation-related resolutions, guidelines, and position statements.
https://www.aza.org/board-policies/

AZA Network
The AZA Network (https://www.aza.org/AZANetwork.aspx) is an online, private, social 
networking community for professionals working in AZA-accredited zoos and aquariums. It is 
the place to go to connect with colleagues of like interests, discover resources and tools, and 
share ideas and lessons-learned. Much like LinkedIn or Facebook, this resource is available 
online and from your internet-enabled mobile device.

To access the AZA Network, log into AZA’s website (www.aza.org). Upon logging in, you will 
be redirected to a page called “My Information,” and a link to the “AZA Network” will appear 
in the left hand menu. Join interest groups, such as Wildlife Conservation, Green/Sustainable 
Operations, and AZA SAFE: Saving Animals From Extinction, and set your profi le and content 
alerts so that information of interest to you is delivered directly to your email inbox.
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Defi nition of Field Conservation 
Developed for the AZA community by the AZA Field Conservation Committee 

(2012)

The AZA Field Conservation Committee defi ned fi eld conservation for the AZA community as 
directly contributing to the long-term survival of species in natural ecosystems and habitats, 
as defi ned below:

1.   Direct Action
 a. Field Work. Direct costs of institution-sponsored fi eld work including research,
              community- based programs, population management, translocations,
              reintroductions, park management, securing of additional park space.
 b. Species Recovery. The direct cost of food, housing, veterinary care, and husbandry
               of animals in captive breeding programs where the animals are slated to be 
               reintroduced back into the wild within a defi ned period of time in accordance with 
               an existing recovery program. This includes:
  i.   The rehabilitation of animals that are part of a managed program and they
                           are scheduled to be reintroduced into the wild.
  ii.   The direct cost of a wildlife rescue operation of state, federal, or provincially
                           protected animals that are being reintroduced back into the wild. 
 c. Veterinary Care.
  i.  Direct costs of veterinary care for wildlife disease issues and animal health
                          issues for animals found in the institution’s collection if it directly impacts the
                          conservation of species in the wild.
  ii.  Direct costs of veterinary care for wildlife disease issues and animal health
                          issues for animals not found in the institution’s collection.
 d. Conservation Assurance Populations. Direct cost of food, housing and care of  
               animals that are being housed at the institution or in-country facility, either on 
               or off exhibit, which cannot be reintroduced back into the wild at this time because
               of in-situ conditions. The species must be classifi ed as either “Extinct in the Wild” or
               “Critically Endangered” on the IUCN Red List. Plus, the institution must be actively 
               working with partners to determine a strategy for reintroduction back into the wild. 
               An example is a population of frogs that cannot be reintroduced because of the 
               amphibian chytrid fungus.

2.   Research
 a.  Direct costs of research that takes place outside of the institution and helps
                protect species in the wild, or protection of species or ecosystems in-situ.
 b.  Direct costs of research that takes place inside the institution but is essential to 
                the protection of species in the wild, or protection of species or ecosystems in-situ.

3.   Field Conservation Education
 a.  Awareness-building through informational/educational materials. Direct costs for 
               work done on behalf of an NGO that publicizes conservation and not the institution
               itself. (e.g., developing and printing guides for customs inspection agents).
 b. Outcome-oriented Education. Direct costs of conservation education programs that
               take place outside of the institution and target an audience that directly impacts
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                the species or habitat of concern. Also includes the direct costs of an in-zoo/
                aquarium program that is specifi c to protecting a local species or habitat of 
                concern. Ideally, programs can be shown to improve wild animal numbers or
                survival. General education program costs do not qualify.
 c.  Training and Building Conservation Capacity. Direct costs of training staff or 
                volunteers not employed by the institution for fi eld conservation work. 
                This may include providing scholarships or sponsoring participation in 
                workshops or conferences and fi nancially supporting local citizens in 
                conservation and research. (e.g., training citizen scientists to participate in
                fi eld conservation projects as defi ned above).

4.   Advocacy
 a.   Direct costs of work done to lobby for or generate support for conservation 
                other than for direct support for the institution (e.g., lobbying to strengthen a 
                law that provides increased protection of animals in the wild.).

5.   Fundraising/Direct Grants
 a.  Cash grants made to other conservation organizations to support fi eld work
      that meets the above defi nitions.
 b.  The value of any goods, equipment or supplies (including educational 
                supplies) donated to fi eld conservation projects as defi ned above.
 c.  In-kind personnel support if your institution’s employee is doing the work that
                would normally be done by an employee of another conservation organization. 
                This would be direct costs only, not administrative overhead.
  i.   This may include salary and benefi t costs of person(s) managing fi eld 
                           conservation grants, refl ecting percentage of time spent doing so.

Note1: Direct costs may include salary and benefi ts of employees who are doing fi eld 
conservation work as defi ned above, refl ecting the percentage of time spent doing so.

Note2: Sanctuary support may be included as a fi eld conservation expenditure if the 
sanctuary:
• Is in range-country;
• Has an active conservation education program;
• Works with law enforcement to assist authorities with confi scations; and/or
• Participates in fi eld conservation activities as defi ned above (would include 
   reintroduction, research, assurance populations, etc.).

Note3: Green operational practices, basic research, and education conservation components 
are being defi ned and documented for AZA through a separate instrument because they 
directly impact an institution’s bottom line and the link to protection of species in the wild is 
indirect.
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2016 Conservation-Related 
Accreditation Standards*
3. CONSERVATION 

General Considerations: Conservation efforts have been identifi ed as a priority for AZA-
accredited institutions. These include interpretive materials and programs, participation in 
AZA animal management programs, in-situ efforts, and resource support for cooperative 
conservation programs. Participation in conservation programs, to the extent appropriate, 
must be demonstrated.

3.1. Mission
3.1.1. Conservation must be a key component of the institution’s mission.

Explanation: Conservation is understood to be active stewardship of the natural 
environment, including wildlife, plants, energy, and other natural resources.

3.2. Conservation Program
3.2.1. The institution must have a written conservation action plan/strategy in    
proportion to the size and scope of the organization. The plan shall include     
components outlining the institution’s commitments to its conservation practices:
• Participation in AZA conservation programs (Could include SSPs, TAGS, Task 

Forces)
• Cooperative programs (Could include Local, Regional, National, International)
• In-Situ conservation efforts (Could include Staff/fi eld support, Financial Support, 

Capacity Building)
• Natural resource conservation and sustainability (Could include water conservation 

initiatives; energy use reduction and alternative sources; waste management for 
recyclables, compostables, combustibles,  and toxic and hazardous materials; 
sustainable purchasing; green construction, and other green practices

• Education awareness programs for guests, staff, volunteers, supporters members, 
and vendor/contractors

• Education/awareness programs

Explanation: Each institution must participate in conservation activities that 
implement its conservation action plan and include a variety of measurable and 
impactful components. AZA institutions have the responsibility to demonstrate 
responsible resource management and local/regional involvement in conservation 
activities, acting as leaders in their communities. Partnering with other agencies/
organizations on in-situ conservation programs is one of the most signifi cant ways 
AZA institutions can demonstrate support of wild populations. Engaging guests in 
the complete scope of conservation commitments of the institution is core to our 
missions.

* Accessed 4 February 2016. Visit www.aza.org/accreditation for the most recent version.
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3.2.2. Each institution should evaluate/measure the impact of its conservation 
program/activities.

Explanation: Some form of regular evaluation of conservation efforts should occur.
Measurement of impact can include assessment of achievement of programmatic 
goals, actual measure of impact on species and habitat conservation, and/or some 
other quantitative measure of success.

3.3. Participation/Support
3.3.1. The institution must participate in every SSP that pertains to an animal    
 belonging to the institution. The institution may indicate at what level it desires to   
 participate in each SSP.

3.3.2. The institution must actively support and participate in AZA wildlife    
 conservation programs, and cooperate in providing pertinent information on its
 animals in a timely fashion to sources such as studbook keepers, SSP species   
 coordinators, TAGs, and CAPs.

Explanation: To meet AZA’s primary goal of cooperative animal management and
conservation, accredited facilities must participate in SSPs (see 3.3.1.), and should
participate in other appropriate AZA programs. Such programs include the Taxon
Advisory Groups (TAGs), Conservation Action Plans (CAPs), Scientifi c Advisory 
Groups (SAGs) and regional/international studbooks. Accredited facilities should 
encourage staff members to assume leadership roles in these programs.

3.3.3. The institution must support wildlife conservation programs and AZA Animal   
 Programs.

Explanation: Such programs may include AZA’s Taxon Advisory Groups (TAGs),
Conservation Action Plans (CAPs), Scientifi c Advisory Groups (SAGs),
regional/international studbooks, the World Association of Zoos and Aquariums 
(WAZA), the Species Survival Commission (SSC), and the Conservation Breeding 
Specialist Group (CBSG), local universities, conservation organizations, etc.

3.3.4. The institution must have involvement in regional or international conservation 
programs through staff or resources.

Explanation: Conservation programs should aim to be multidisciplinary and involve 
at least some of the following: applied research, species recovery, conservation 
awareness and education, local community participation, establishment of 
protected areas, habitat restoration.
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2016 Conservation-Related 
Accreditation Application 
Questions* 
Zoos and aquariums wishing to become AZA accredited, or renew their AZA accreditation, 
must answer specifi c conservation-related questions in their application. The AZA Field 
Conservation Committee recommends that your institutional conservation strategic plan 
includes a goal of allocating at least 3% of your annual budget to fi eld conservation and 
an action plan of how this will be accomplished. AZA accreditation conservation-related 
application questions include:

C-1.   Appearing on Visiting Committee Report form only.

C-2.  Submit a  copy of your institution’s written conservation action plan/strategy? [3.2.1]

C-3.  Describe how you evaluate the effectiveness of your institution’s conservation
         efforts. [3.2.2]

C-4.  List your institution’s involvement in all Species Survival Plans (SSPs), Taxon 
         Advisory Groups (TAGs), Science Advisory Groups (SAGs), Conservation Action 
         Partnerships (CAPs), Field Conservation Committees (FCCs), and other cooperative
         conservation programs with similar institutions. [3.2.1, 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.3, 3.3.4]

C-5 to C-7.  Appearing on Visiting Committee Report form only.

C-8.  Provide a list of the types of conservation initiatives your institution, staff, and 
         governing authority participate in (e.g., educational programs/materials that 
         increase public awareness on the importance of preserving ecosystems, training 
         programs that provide fi eld experiences, programs that aid the transfer of relevant 
         technology for use in the fi eld, programs that purchase land or contribute funds to 
         establish reserves, fi eld research programs, and development of economic 
         incentives to preserve the ecosystem.) Include information on local, regional, state/
         province, academic, national, and international activities. [3.2.1, 3.3.3, 3.3.4]

C-9/C-10. Appearing on Visiting Committee Report form only.

C-11.  If your institution maintains elephants, provide a written description of how your 
         institution contributes to research and conservation of elephants in captivity or 
         the wild. 

* Accessed 4 February 2016. Visit www.aza.org/accreditation for the most recent version.
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ZOO BOISE’S NEW MISSION

Zoo Boise, like all zoos and aquari-
ums, is constantly confronted with 

the problem that many of the animals 
found in its collection are facing extinc-
tion in the wild.  For example, the Zoo’s 
tigers are represented by a mere 3,200 
wild counterparts.  African lion popula-
tions have dropped from 200,000 to 
only 30,000 in the last 20 years.  Grevy’s 
zebras, cotton top tamarins and red pan-

das are quickly becoming relics in their native habitat – succumbing to increased 
population pressures, habitat loss and competition with invasive species.  And 
our Amur leopard may soon become a ghost, extinct in the wild but still roam-
ing its exhibit at Zoo Boise.  

By Steve Burns



In addition to the conservation fee, Zoo Boise implemented 
a series of new revenue-generating activities for visitors, in-
cluding feeding goats and sheep in the new zoo farm, creating 
a giraffe feeding station and opening a solar powered boat ride 
to see a monkey exhibit and end up at our new African Plains 
Exhibit.  All of these activities cost the visitor between $0.25 and 
$3.00.  In the past, Zoo Boise had hoped that visitors would be in-
spired to take action to save animals once they left the Zoo. Now, 
we have turned the act of visiting the zoo into the conservation 
action.  Visitors only need to show up, participate in activities 
they or their children would enjoy, and by the end of their stay 
they will have contributed on average $3.00-$10.00 per family to 
wildlife conservation.

The last piece of Zoo Boise’s conservation plan extends to 
the construction of new exhibits.  Whenever the Zoo builds a 
new exhibit, ten percent of the entire project budget is given to 
a conservation project to help protect the species that will live 
there.  We believe this builds a stronger case for fundraising 
purposes, plus it closes the loop in exhibit planning.  Now, zoo 
visitors know that in addition to seeing animals at the zoo, they 
are also directly protecting them in the wild.

Since 2007, Zoo Boise has contributed $685,000 towards field 
conservation including a grant that helped bring Jane Goodall to 
Boise, another to work with local communities trying to protect 
orangutans in Borneo, and a third to help save the Cross River 
gorilla in Cameroon.  This year, we will contribute approxi-
mately $235,000 or ten percent of our entire budget.  One of the 
concerns that arose during our planning sessions was the fear 
that there was too much emphasis on field conservation and 
not enough focus on being a zoo.  Zoo Boise is still a zoo, and we 
plan to always be one.  Yet, the reason why we exhibit animals 
has changed.  We have turned the Zoo into a new kind of wildlife 
foundation that generates ten percent interest for the conserva-
tion of animals.   

This new emphasis on field conservation has been very well 
received by our community.  Many people who have previously 
expressed concerns about zoos in general have become support-
ers.  Plus, we believe that making an investment in wildlife will 
help ensure a long term future for Zoo Boise and the hundreds 
of thousands of people who visit annually.  

STEVE BURNS IS THE DIRECTOR OF ZOO BOISE

Four years ago, Zoo Boise decided that it wanted to do more 
to help protect animals in the wild.  Until 2006, Zoo Boise 
had always relied on two traditional conservation tactics 

– inspiration and education – but realized that in order to make 
a more immediate and direct impact on species conservation 
we would have to commit funding.  This was going to be a chal-
lenge.  The combined budget of Zoo Boise (municipally run) and 
the Friends of Zoo Boise was $2.2 million and at the time, the Zoo 
generated only $1,500 per year for rainforest conservation from a 
rainforest parking meter.  

After some self evaluation, we realized our zoo had two main 
strengths; a collection of animals that people wanted to see and 
a large number of people who wanted to see them.  In order to 
take advantage of these assets, we implemented a conservation 
fee, $0.25 on each admission and $2.50 for each membership.  
This was a mandatory fee, charged in addition to the price for 
admission and specifically designated for wildlife conserva-
tion.  During the first year, October 2006 through September 
2007, our financial support for wildlife conservation grew from 
$1,500 to $57,000.  This conservation fee has been incredibly well 
received by the Boise community, which has allowed us to since 
increase the fee to $0.50 and $5.00 for a membership.  Using 
a public voting process, we now fund conservation projects 
around the world through the Zoo Boise Conservation Fund 
to include, purchasing land to expand Ulong Kujong National 
Park in Java, providing extra incentives for guards in Gorongosa 
National Park in Mozambique to stop poachers and look for 
animal snares, reintroducing western bluebirds in the San Juan 
Islands, and providing community incentives to reduce the col-
lection of firewood in Kibale National Park in Uganda.  

While initial results were positive, in 2009 the Zoo began to 
explore what else we could do for field conservation given the 
dire situation for so many animals in the wild.  As our inspira-
tion, we turned to a concept created at a conference held at the 
London Zoo a number of years ago.  Participants agreed that in 
order for zoos and aquariums to make a real impact on wildlife 
conservation, ten percent of our total budgets would need to be 
dedicated for field conservation.  In 2010, Zoo Boise decided to 
reach this level of commitment. 

Zoo Boise’s mission statement was updated and, at least for 
our purposes, the definition of the word “zoo” was changed.  
Zoo Boise is still “a place with a collection of animals on display 
to the public,” but added, “for the primary purpose of generat-
ing funds for the conservation of animals in the wild.”  

ZOO BOISE PUTS $50,000 TOWARDS SLOTH BEAR CONSERVATION
Zoo Boise recently announced a project to help sloth bears both in captivity and in their natural 
habitat in India.  The Zoo’s general policy is to contribute a percentage of every capital project 
budget to the conservation of that species in the wild. 

“Zoo Boise feels that by contributing ten percent of the project budget to field conservation 
it demonstrates our commitment to conservation to donors and enables zoo visitors to not only 
see the animal, but also help protect it in the wild,” explains Director of Zoo Boise, Steve Burns.

That promise held true when the Zoo decided to invest $500,000 in the design and construc-
tion of a remodel of their sloth bear exhibit: $50,000 will go toward sloth bear conservation in 

their native land.  In this venture, Zoo Boise has partnered with Wildlife SOS, a non-profit devoted to conserving India’s 
wildlife, after witnessing its extensive and successful work in ending the practice of dancing bears in India.  The first 
$18,000 installment will be used in developing training manuals to help law enforcement agencies identify smuggling 
and poaching, and includes a step-by-step guide on how to prosecute wildlife crime.  The second part of the funds will 
go toward purchasing a corridor of land connecting two tracts of sloth bear habitat.
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L
ast year at the AZA Annual Conference, the 
Field Conservation Committee set an aspira-
tional goal that in three years, every member 

institution would be dedicating three percent of its 
operating budget annually to field conservation.   In 
2010, 26 members reached the three percent goal.  
Each month, this feature will highlight the work of 
one of the zoos or aquariums that have achieved this 
goal and how they have made field conservation an 
integral part of the work they do.

THE SOUTH CAROLINA AQUARIUM’S MISSION
The South Carolina Aquarium inspires conservation of the natu-
ral world by exhibiting and caring for animals, by excelling in 
education and research, and by providing an exceptional visitor 
experience.

CONSERVATION EFFORTS
Conservation matters at the South Carolina Aquarium.  South 
Carolina is one of the most bio-diverse states in the nation, and 
our conservation initiatives help to protect the denizens of our 
streams and rivers, wetlands and marsh, our shoreline and the 
ocean.  Signature programs extend from charismatic species like 
sea turtles and sharks to less-heralded but vitally important sen-
tinels like freshwater mussels and the rare robust redhorse.  Field 
conservation comes with a cost, and the Aquarium’s commit-
ment to conservation is firmly rooted in partnership.  While sea 
turtle rescue and rehabilitation was not in the original plans upon 
opening 12 years ago, the Aquarium responded to the call put out 
by the state’s Department of Natural Resources and launched a 
critically important hospital and rescue effort.  The Aquarium 
has also tackled the issue of sustainable seafood head on by part-
nering with local seafood suppliers and restaurants.  The robust 
redhorse initiative includes federal and regional government 
partners, energy companies and local universities.

“We’re extremely proud of our commitment to field conserva-
tion, which has typically exceeded three percent of our budget 
even before the AZA call to action,” said Kevin Mills, Aquarium 

president and CEO.  “By highlighting our work to our public, we hope 
to inspire future generations of environmental stewards.”

South Carolina Aquarium Conservation Facts
The South Carolina Aquarium is currently taking part in 14 
conservation projects
In 2011 South Carolina Aquarium staff spent close to 100 days 
working on conservation projects (exclusive of the year-round 
Sea Turtle Rescue Program)
The South Carolina Aquarium’s Sea Turtle Rescue Program has 
successfully treated and released 97 sea turtles
The South Carolina Aquarium’s Sustainable Seafood Initiative 
currently has 95 partner restaurants across the state of South 
Carolina

SOUTH CAROLINA AQUARIUM CONSERVATION 

SUCCESS STORY
One of the South Carolina Aquarium’s most popular and successful 
conservation programs is the Sustainable Seafood Initiative.  The 
program was developed in 2001 and is designed to promote the use of 
local and sustainable seafood in the state’s restaurants.  The program 
helps ensure that consumers have fish for the future by teaching 
our partner chefs about 
sustainable and local 
seafood, assessing their 
menus, and encourag-
ing consumers to dine at 
one of our partner res-
taurants. To date, 95 res-
taurants in Charleston 
and across the state have 
made the pledge to serve 
only sustainable seafood.

For more information 
on the South Carolina 
Aquarium’s conserva-
tion projects visit: www.
scaquarium.org/conserve

Conservation 
Spotlight:
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CONSERVATION SPOTLIGHT:

A
t the 2010 Association of Zoos and 
Aquariums (AZA) Annual Conference, the 
Field Conservation Committee (FCC) set an 

aspirational goal that in three years, every member 
institution would be dedicating three percent of its 
operating budget annually to field conservation.   
Each month, this feature will highlight the work of 
one of the zoos or aquariums that have achieved 
this goal and how they have made field conserva-
tion an integral part of the work they do.

TRACY AVIARY’S MISSION 
To inspire curiosity and caring for birds and nature through 
education and conservation.

CONSERVATION THROUGH  

STAFF ENGAGEMENT
In 2011 Tracy Aviary in Salt Lake City, Utah, began collecting $1 
of every admission for field conservation.  Visitors are also given 
the opportunity to choose between three conservation projects 
representing different areas of the Americas (Utah, North 
America and Central/South America).  In an effort to enhance 
Tracy Aviary’s involvement with these projects, staff have been 
given the opportunity to participate in the projects through a 
Staff Field Conservation Grant program.  As an example, one 
of the conservation projects visitors can choose to support 
is “Monitoring Migratory Snowy Plovers and Overwintering 
Shorebirds in Mexico,”  with Weber State University (WSU), 
CISA –in Mexico- and Harvard University.  In addition to pro-
viding financial support to the project, this past winter Jennifer 
Evans, curator of exhibit collections at Tracy Aviary, went to 
Mexico to help band snowy plovers.  Her involvement in the 
project continues as a collaborator with the WSU team that 
monitors nests in the Great Salt Lake wetlands in Utah.  Jennifer 
shared her recent experience, “There is nothing like spotting 
the little eggs in the snowy plover’s nest, in what seems like an 
expanse of nothingness.  Watching the bird’s natural behaviors 
to discourage predators is also amazing; once you learn those 
behaviors, you can find the nest.”

Engaging visitors and staff in conservation is a key part of 
Tracy Aviary’s mission.  “It’s important to provide staff with 
field experience because it gives them a better appreciation of 
the animals they work with on a daily basis,” says Tim Brown, 
Tracy Aviary executive director.  “Being in the field provides 
context about the species that will translate into better exhibits, 
better husbandry and better interactions with guests.”

Tracy Aviary believes that with time, the diversity of their 
conservation efforts will strengthen their role as an education 
and breeding facility, and help the local community and their 
stakeholders realize that Tracy Aviary’s role and commitment 
to conservation extends well beyond its grounds. 

CONSERVATION FACTS 
Since 2012, approximately 40 percent of Tracy Aviary 
staff have participated in field conservation projects 
led by Tracy Aviary and other local institutions.  These 
projects include: mist-netting passerines (University 
of Utah), banding burrowing owls (Department of 
Natural Resources, DNR), wing-tagging American 
white pelicans (DNR), and monitoring snowy plover 
nests (Weber State University). 
Tracy Aviary also celebrates International Vulture 
Awareness Day by earmarking dollars donated to 
conservation and a percent of gift shop sales toward 
vulture conservation each year.

SUCCESS STORY 
In 2011 Tracy Aviary partnered with the Utah Division of 
Wildlife Resources (UDWR) and Salt Lake Public Utilities to 
conduct breeding bird surveys in City Creek Canyon, a key 
riparian area in northern Salt Lake City that provides water 
to a portion of the city.  A highlight of this effort is that it has 
engaged the community through a volunteer initiative. Tracy 
Aviary and UDWR teams have provided intensive field training 
for volunteers recruited as citizen scientists.  Just three years 
in, Tracy Aviary is now leading the project and has a committed 
team of local volunteers with excellent bird surveying skills. 
Together, they collect valuable information that provides sup-
port tools and data for bird-friendly habitat management deci-
sions in the canyon.
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Conservation Spotlight

The Blank Park Zoo 
Making Conservation a Priority
By Kevin Drees and Jessie Lowry

This month the Conservation Spotlight 
is featuring an institution that is making 
great strides to grow its support of field 
conservation in its journey to reach the 3 
percent goal (field conservation support as a 
percentage of total operational budget). The 

Blank Park Zoo in Des Moines, Iowa, has 
made conservation a priority and what its 
staff are doing to grow their impact can serve 
as an inspiration for all Association of Zoos 
and Aquariums (AZA)-accredited facilities.

From its humble beginnings in 1966 as 
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the Des Moines Children’s Zoo, Blank Park 
Zoo has evolved from a place primarily for 
family recreation and entertainment, with 
nursery-rhyme themes and a child-focused 
audience, to a trusted resource for the 
community and a positive force in wildlife 
preservation with education and conservation 
at its core. The Zoo’s current operating budget 
is approximately $6 million, with an annual 
audience of more than 450,000 people.

However, Blank Park Zoo is no longer 
satisfied being just a window to the wild. 
Zoo staff realized that in order to provide 
conservation-action opportunities for Zoo 
guests, the Zoo had to first “institutionalize” 
a conservation culture within its walls. 

Blank Park Zoo’s conservation story 
began in 1995 when a small group of 
dedicated zookeepers and volunteers 
banded together to form the Conservation 
Committee. Through fundraisers and events 
and penny by penny, the Committee raised 
more than $100,000 for field conservation 
over a 10-year period. It was a great 
accomplishment, but the Zoo needed to find a 
way to make conservation a part of everyone’s 
job, so these tasks could be achieved on Zoo 
time and with full Zoo support. 

In 2003, through a privatization process, 
Zoo ownership was transferred from the 
City of Des Moines to the Blank Park Zoo 
Foundation. The success of this process 
meant the Zoo had more control over its 
mission and initiatives. In 2009, the Zoo’s 
chief executive officer and director of animal 
care and conservation were inspired by 
Cheyenne Mountain Zoo’s Quarters for 
Conservation program and decided it was 
a good fit to make the Zoo’s fundraising 
more sustainable and institution-led. 
Through a regular admission price increase, 
25 cents per each admission was allocated 
for field conservation (along with $1 per 
membership). “Coin-traptions” were built 
to highlight the Zoo’s three main projects 
by allowing visitors to vote for their favorite 
with conservation tokens or with additional 
coins. This has added sustainability to 
their program, enabling Blank Park Zoo 
to make long-term commitments to their 
conservation projects.

In 2011, staff and volunteers attended 
the Woodland Park Zoo and Aquarium’s 
Committing to Conservation (ZACC) 
Conference. Many new connections were 
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Oakland Zoo Raises 
$100,000 for Animals  
in the Wild 
The Oakland Zoo in Oakland, Calif., raised 
more than $100,000 in one year through a 
program called Quarters for Conservation.
“We are so excited to hear that Oakland Zoo 
will be able to fund our lemur project in the 
rain forests of Madagascar, including the two 
species of bamboo lemurs at Ranomafana,” 
stated Patricia Wright, founder of Centre 
Val Bio. 

Fifty percent of the funds will go directly 
to three featured conservation programs in 
the field that help save elephants, lemurs, 
and California condors. The three recipients 
of the funds this year are Centre ValBio, 
Ventana Wildlife Society, and Big Life. 

“Big Life is very grateful to receive these 
funds from the Oakland Zoo’s Quarters 
for Conservation program,” said Richard 
Bonham, co-founder and director of 
operations in Africa for Big Life. “We plan 
to put the funds to use immediately to help 
cover operational costs for our remote but 
critically important Ossewan outpost.

“The impact of Oakland Zoo’s support 
is significant towards establishing a 
self-sustaining population of condors in 
California,” said Kelly Sorenson, Executive 
Director, Ventana Wildlife Society.

Twenty-five percent of the funds raised 
will be used towards Oakland Zoo’s onsite 
conservation programs such as veterinary 
care for California condors, the western 
pond turtle head-start program, the Puerto 
Rican crested toad breeding program, 
and the yellow-legged frog head-start 
program. The remaining twenty-five percent 
of the monies helps support additional 
conservation field partners, like: ARCAS, 
Africa Matters, the Bay Area Puma Project, 
Bornean Sun Bear Conservation Center, 
the California Wolf Center, the Kibale 
Fuel Wood Project, the Reticulated Giraffe 
Project, the Marine Mammal Center, the 
Mountain Lion Foundation, Project Golden 
Frog, Project Tamarin, EWASO Lion, and 
the Uganda Carnivore Program.

formed, most notably with Beth Armstrong 
(conservation initiatives) and Anne Warner 
(conservation strategies). In 2012, Beth and 
Anne traveled to Blank Park Zoo to consult 
with staff about their conservation programs, 
and out of that meeting their Conservation 
Alliance was created, formalizing the Zoo’s 
conservation program, improving efficiency 
and increasing collaboration between 
Zoo departments. The Alliance is led by a 
board-chair and acts as an overall umbrella 
for the Zoo’s seven initiatives: Green Team, 
Partnerships Team, Event/Fundraising 
Team, Regional Conservation Team, Local 
Outreach Team, Education/Communication 
Team and American Association of 
Zoo Keepers charter. Teams are multi-
departmental, including staff, volunteers 
and board members, and are ever-evolving. 
Members join teams of their choosing and 
are allotted Zoo time to complete tasks 
throughout the year.

Blank Park Zoo has continued to 
advance their conservation commitment. 
In 2013, Blank Park Zoo hosted the ZACC 
conference in Des Moines, highlighting what 
a “small” zoo can do for conservation, and 
in 2015, the Zoo took another important 
step by hiring the first full-time conservation 
manager. Kevin Drees, director of animal 
care and conservation at the Blank Park 
Zoo shared, “A primary benefit of having a 
conservation manager position is to locally 
increase the Zoo’s visibility as a conservation 
organization.” In 2015, the Zoo also hosted 
its first annual fundraising event with more 
than 130 attendees.

As of now, Blank Park Zoo contributes 
about 1.5 percent of its annual budget 
toward field conservation. Each year, 
the Zoo intends to add new fundraising 
methods and events to increase dollars 
raised. The Zoo is also working hard to make 
conservation part of its culture and help 
staff, volunteers and board members find 
their conservation passions and interests 
and get involved in the Blank Park Zoo 
Conservation Alliance.

For more information visit 

Kevin Drees is the Director of Animal Care 
and Conservation at the Blank Park Zoo.
Jessie Lowry is the Conservation 

Manager at the Blank Park Zoo.
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